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RAYMARINE LAUNCHES NEW FLAGSHIP e-SERIES MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY

New e-Series MFD boasts largest screen to space ratio so far

Raymarine is proud to announce the launch of the e165 large screen multifunction display. The latest addition to the award winning range of e-Series MFDs (multifunction displays), the e165 sports a full 15.4” 16:9 wide-format display and sits in the same footprint as a traditional 14” screen, giving 20% more screen for the same helm or dash space.

The arrival of the e165 means that e-Series MFDs are now available in four sizes; 7”, 9”, 12” and the new 15.4” screen. e-Series MFD’s are able to network up to 6 displays plus sonar, radar, thermal and other accessories. The super bright LCD displays are backlit with LEDs to improve overall power efficiency and provide maximum linear brightness control. The displays offer clear and consistent color and contrast levels, even with changes to the viewing angle, and are further enhanced by a choice of color palettes which allow for optimum use of available sunlight; saving even more power and energy.

The new e165 is a powerful multi-tasker; three processors - a dual core main processor and a third dedicated graphics processor - deliver stunning graphics, brilliant video and instantaneous chart redraws. The e165 is incredibly easy to use thanks to the latest version of Raymarine’s LightHouse user-interface, and utilizes the full power capability of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity. The dedicated built-in Wi-Fi combined with Raymarine’s new apps enables live video from the e165 to be streamed direct to tablets and smartphones in real time. Simply put; navigation charts, thermal video, radar or sonar information on the e-Series can be accessed and controlled (RayRemote and RayControl apps) from absolutely anywhere on-board. Available with optional Silver-level Navionics cartography on microSD (upgradeable to Gold and Platinum on chart chip), the new e165 e-Series HybridTouch MFD starts from $6,249.99 MSRP and ships this October.

About Raymarine
Raymarine, a world leader in marine electronics, develops and manufactures the most comprehensive range of electronic equipment for the recreational boating and light commercial marine markets. Designed for high performance and ease of use, the award-winning products are available through a global network of dealers and distributors. The Raymarine product lines include radar, autopilots, thermal night vision, GPS, instruments, fishfinders, communications, and integrated systems. Raymarine is a division of FLIR Systems, a world leader in thermal imaging. For more information about Raymarine in the USA call 1-603-624-7900 or visit www.raymarine.com.

About FLIR Systems:
Pioneers in all aspects of infrared technology, FLIR designs, manufactures, and supports thermal imaging systems and subsystems for industrial, scientific, government, commercial, and firefighting applications. With a nearly 50-year history of infrared innovation, hundreds of thousands of systems in use worldwide, and development centers and sales offices in over 60 countries, FLIR is the world leader in thermal imaging technology. Visit the company’s website at www.FLIR.com